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We are committed to ensuring that our products live up to our high quality standards. Through large scale test phases
and certifications, we continuously improve and adjust our products before introducing them to the market. This is your
guarantee that our products comply with the highest standards in quality and emission testing as well as load capacity.
EN European Standard
The EN strength and stability testing is the official European Standard testing that specifies
requirements for the stability, strength and durability of all types of seating for adults. During the testing, loads, forces
and velocities are applied to the chairs, stimulating the normal functional use as well as misuse that might be expected
to occur. The majority of our furniture is tested to Level L2, meaning that it fulfills the requirements for extreme use, for
example in night-clubs, prisons, transport terminals, sport changing rooms etc. In order to meet the strict requirements
of the EN testing, the load capacity is tested in two rounds. Using our Form Chair as an example: The first round
involves applying a pressure of 200kg onto the chair’s seat and 70kg onto the chair’s back 10 times. The second round
applies a pressure of 100kg onto the chair’s seat and 30kg onto the chair’s back 200,000 times. This is just a small
excerpt of the very comprehensive testing process.
See thee following page for an illustration of our Form Chair during the process of EN testing.
Find the full testing reports here.

ANSI/BIFMA
In addition to the EN Standard testing, we carry out the American National Standard ANSI/BIFMA testing. In order
to meet the strict requirements of the ANSI/BIFMA testing, the load capacity is tested in a manner much similar to the
EN testing – your guarantee that our furniture is safe and durable.
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Using our Form Chair as an example: The backrest durability test applies a pressure of 3,4kg onto the backrest of the
chair 120,000 times. The seating durability is carried out by dropping a pressure of 57kg directly onto the seat 100,000
times.
See our ANSI/BIFMA tests here.

VOC Testing
We test furniture emissions to ensure that our furniture contributes with a good air quality in indoor environments. By
testing our products, we can determine their exact emission of VOCs. This is your guarantee that our furniture is a safe
choice for a healthy indoor air environment. See VOC emission test reports here.
Our upholstery suppliers Kvadrat, Camira and S rensen Leather all operate to the highest environmental standards.
The majority of our upholstery textiles are VOC-tested and hold either the Greenguard Gold Certificate or the SCS
Indoor Advantage Gold Certificate. Our leather upholstery is ANSI/BIFMA tested, guaranteeing that no harmful
emissions are released into the environment.

REACH Regulation
REACH is a regulation set forth by the European Union and stands for Registration, Evaluation, Authorization and
Restriction of Chemicals. REACH is adopted to improve the protection of human health and the environment from
the risks that can be posed by chemicals. REACH requires companies to document the safe use of substances, whether
produced or imported to the EU, and covers more than 10,000 chemicals. Normann Copenhagen complies with the
EU’s REACH Regulation.
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